
Triangular
Shawls

go trendy
K AY  H O L L AWAY

Weaving on a triangular loom is unbelievably easy! Both the
warping and the weaving are done at the same time. 
Triangular looms have stationary nails around which the yarn
is looped in both the warp and weft directions. You don’t have
to plan a sett, thread heddles, or sley a reed. You just weave!
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Weaving on a triangular loom is not like weaving on a frame
loom or floor loom (on which the warp threads are placed
vertically and the weft threads interwoven horizontally one

at a time). Instead, each thread on a triangular loom is placed hori-
zontally, and then it turns to become a (vertical) weft loop that weaves
with the horizontal threads. It is then enlarged so that the interwoven
sides of the loop are pushed to each side where they remain vertical,
and the bottom of the loop becomes the next horizontal thread. It is
much easier to weave on a triangular loom than it is to explain it!

Triangular looms are especially good for those who have never woven
before. In my classes, they finish their projects before experienced weavers
do—beginners don’t spend time trying to figure out how it is done. 

Getting started
You’ll need a triangular loom—they come in many sizes. A 3-foot loom
is used for these shawls (the larger the loom, the bigger the woven tri-
angle). The loom in the photo on page 2 is from Hazel Rose Looms;
the loom used for these shawls is from Hillcreek Studios (see Yarn and
Equipment Sources, page 3). You’ll also need a locker hook (a tool with
a crochet hook on one end and an needle-like eye on the other) or a
crochet hook and yarn. If you want to add beads, you’ll need a bead-
ing needle and beads that coordinate with your yarn.

Kay Hollaway of Silver Springs, Nevada,
lives on ten acres with her husband and lots of
animals: horses, alpacas, goats, and guardian
dogs, Kahn and Tilla. Kay learned to spin in
1994 and has been weaving since 1997. She
teaches weaving on a triangular loom.
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Choosing yarns for a triangular loom 
For your first project on a 3-foot loom, choose sportweight or fingering-
weight yarns because they are easy to manipulate and make fabric with a
nice drape. Heavier yarns work better with 6-foot and 7-foot looms be-
cause the nails are set farther apart. (Triangular looms are especially ap-
propriate for handspun yarns because there is absolutely no loom waste.)
For a shawl woven on a 3-foot loom, you will need about 72 yards of yarn
plus an amount for fringe, which is added after the shawl is woven. To de-
termine the yards needed for fringe, multiply the length of the desired
fringe in inches times the number of nails on the two short sides of the
loom times 2 (strands are used doubled; see page 5) and divide by 36. If
you are going to twist the fringe, add about a third to desired fringe length.

Weaving on a triangular loom (see Figure 1, page 3)
Place the ball of yarn in a bowl or plastic container on the floor below and
toward the center of the loom. You can lean the loom (point facing down)
against a table and sit in a chair, or you can place the loom on a stand.
Make a slipknot loop in the end of the yarn, leaving a tail the desired
length for fringe; place the loop around the first nail on the top left side.

Take the active yarn to the right side of the loom and loop it around
the top nail counterclockwise. Bring it down (on the outside) to the nail
directly below it and then around that nail clockwise so that it comes to
the inside. Take it back across the loom to the left and then clockwise
around the nail beneath the starting nail, up to the next nail in the top
row, and around this nail clockwise. 

Now you can begin weaving! Using your fingers or the locker hook (or
crochet hook), pull a loop of the yarn so that it passes under the first hor-
izontal thread and over the second, then place it on the next nail down
as shown in Figure 1a. Then, drawing enough yarn from the ball or skein,
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enlarge the loop and move the right side of the loop to the
right side of the loom (Figure 1b) until you can place it on the
corresponding nail on that side. 

Now, just as you did on the left side, weave and pull a loop
down on the right side to the next nail down (Figure 1c). En-
large the loop until you can place the yarn around the corre-
sponding nail on the left side, going around it clockwise and
bringing it up to the next nail on the top so you can pull another
loop (Figure 1d). Continue, moving from left to right and right
to left. Notice that on the left side, you always start the loop by
going under the top horizontal thread, on the right side by going
over it; see Figure 1e. Use the long-toothed comb to push the
vertical threads to the sides if they slide toward the center.

As you work toward the center, you will get to a point where
you have to pull the loop through so many horizontal threads
that neither your hand nor the hook can span them all. Pull the
loop down to a point you can reach, work the hook or your hand
up through a lower section to catch the loop, pull again, and
repeat until you reach the appropriate nail. 

Changing yarn colors
If you want to change colors or yarn type, always do so on the
left side: bring the old yarn up to the top nail on the left side
as usual, take it over the nail, and then let it drape down below
the bottom nail to the length desired for fringe; cut. (For the
single shawl on pages 1–2, I began with Deep Pine and changed
colors after about every 30 threads and added about 30 beads
to the new yarn at each color change; see page 5.) Tie the end
of the new yarn to the old one, leaving the amount for fringe
as tails in both yarns. Now pull the next loop (the left side
will be the old yarn, the right side the new yarn), maneuver-
ing and adjusting the knot so that the knot is centered on the
bottom nail.

When you reach the middle of the shawl, you’ll have to use
a locker hook or crochet hook instead of your fingers. The very
last vertical weft is a single thread and not a loop: at the last
nail on the top, let the thread hang down beyond the bottom
to the length for fringe; cut. Then, weave the single thread
into the horizontal threads (you can use the needle-eye end
of the locker hook or a large-eyed needle for this). 

Weave structure for shawls
Plain weave.

Equipment
3-foot triangular loom; locker hook or 
crochet hook, long-toothed comb; hair or
fringe twister (optional).

Yarns
Warp and weft for single shawl (pages1–2):

4-ply alpaca (1,000 yd/lb, Classic 
Alpaca Yarn), Deep Pine and Mountain

Majesty, 1 skein each (72 total yd for
shawl; 64 total yd for 6" twisted fringe).

Warp and weft for double-woven shawl: 
4-ply acrylic (725 yd/lb, Lion Brand
Jiffy), El Paso (variegated) and Wine
(maroon) 1 skein each (144 total yd 
for shawl; 128 yd total for 12" twisted
fringe).

Yarn and equipment sources
4-ply alpaca is available from the Alpaca
Fiber Cooperative of North America,

www.afcna.com, Lion Brand knitting yarns
from Wal-Mart, triangular looms from 
Hillcreek Fiber Studio and Hazel Rose
Looms, www.hillcreekfiberstudio.com 
and www.hazelroselooms.com.

Finished dimensions
Amounts produce one single shawl (34" ×
29" × 29", pages 1–2) and one shawl with
two triangles joined halfway down the long
side (34" × 29" × 29" for each triangle,
page 4).

PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE
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1. Weaving on a triangular loom

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.
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Preparing the fringe
When you are finished weaving, on the
left side wherever you changed colors or
yarns and at the beginning and end of
weaving, you will have threads hanging.
The length of the shortest of these threads
will be the length of your fringe. (If you
choose not to have fringe, you can weave
these ends back into the fabric.) Cut as
many sections of yarn double that length
as there are nails on the two short sides
of the loom (144 for this loom). 

For each fringe: fold the length of yarn
in half, slide the locker hook under the
loop of yarn on a nail, catch the loop of
folded fringe, and pull it through just far
enough to catch the two ends of the fringe
strand and pull them through the loop.
Holding the ends together, pull them snug
but not so they tighten around the nail.

You can leave the fringe untwisted or
prepare a twisted fringe (it is easier to
twist the fringe while the shawl is still on
the loom). I twist each fringe using the

two ends of the folded yarn with a hair
twister, available from Wal-Mart. 

Removing the shawl from the loom
Starting on the right side of the loom with
the locker hook or crochet hook, pick up
the first loop from the top nail and pull it
off the nail carefully. Keeping it on the
hook, go to the next nail and pick up its
loop and pull it through the first loop.
Keeping the new loop on the hook, pick
up the next loop and pull it through the
one on the hook; continue across the top.
When you get to the other side, pull the
first fringe through the last loop.

You can now lift the rest of the shawl
off the nails gently. Finish by either wash-
ing by hand or misting; allow to dry. 

Weaving doubled shawls 
The shawl on page 4 is constructed of two
woven triangles. The first triangle was
woven as described here and left on the
loom (pushing the yarn down on the nails

so it does not take up space). A second
shawl was then woven on top of the first.
The two layers were cast off together from
one side to top center. From the center to
the other edge, the two layers were cast off
separately. Opened out, they form a square
with a slit from one corner to the center.
You can make a solid square this way for a
mat or a throw by casting both layers off
together all the way across the top.

Adding beads
To add beads to the fringe or the body of
the shawl, thread a beading needle with a
12" length of sewing thread; knot into a
loop. Insert the needle through beads (with
holes large enough for a double thickness
of the shawl yarn). Thread the end of the
knitting yarn though the sewing-thread
loop and pull the yarn through the beads.
I added beads to the fringe randomly on
both shawls and about 30 beads to the end
of the new yarn at each color change in
the single shawl (pages 1– 2).

a. Pulling the loop through sections                  b. Using a comb to “beat” in the threads            c. Using a locker hook to weave

d. Casting off                                                  e. Twisting two strands with a hair twister          f. Twisting the two strands together


